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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS 
OUR CASE 
The re-statement of our case mentioned 
in the last issue has made up into an attractive 
eight-page pamphlet, including two of Mr. 
Hagreen's cuts. . . . 
· By the generosity of several readers! 1~ ts 
now possible to supply copies at one shtllmg 
a dozen, post free. Subscribers are urged to 
provide themselves with copies for supply to 
enquirers. 
CAUGHT IN THE ACT 
At about the time this,.issue appears, most 
of the people in this country will be putting 
the clock back. 
It is not often that these great events 
coincide but we may hope that all the people 
' I k" who have said "You can't put back the c oc 
will now agree that what they have actually 
done can be done. This concession to common 
sense will enable the case (at long last) to be 
discussed on its merits. 
FOR EXPORT ONLY? 
The Economist continues to make us 
gasp. In its issue of 8th July, it concluded 
with these words an account of how trade 
unions and other corporations in Denmark 
had enabled the citizens to win ·a decisive 
victory over the Nazi power::-
, One of the greatest safeguards of free-
dom is the existence of a plurality of institu-
,lions expressing the purposes of the. citizens 
and independent of the state. When they 
disappear, the power to act independently 
goes with them." 
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SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME 
The Economist has been discussing the 
shortage of bodies for dissection.. Wh~ 
people don't die in the W ~rkhou.~e dt~cultt_es 
may be raised by the relatJ~es. S~tal .~egts­
lation " says The Economzst moodtly, may 
' d , thus defeat its own en s. "" 
At present, no corpse may ?e se~t to the 
dissecting room if the next of km obJects. It 
fs true that some powerful institutions stipu-
late that this objection must be registered 
before death. Whether the point could be 
sustained is open to legal argument. 
A committee which has been sitting on 
the subject suggests ~a~ "th7 diffic~lties ~ay 
be mitigated by adrrumstrauve_ actiOn w~!ch 
would not involve any change m the law. 
Propagandists for a full national health 
service should note. 
We apologise for quoting The Economist 
with such frequency. But these people know. 
That they are also frank is a blessing we have 
not deserved. 
FREEDOM OF CHOICE 
An interesting sidelight on the mentality 
of the expert is to be found in The. Electrical 
Review for x8th August. 
Mr. F. W. Purse, M.I.E.E., M.I.Mech.E .• 
is there allowed an article deriding any 
attempt to fit new buildings with facilities for 
coal and gas, when electricity can do it all. 
In fights between the powerful commer-
cial combines concerned we can have no 
interest but one of pleased surprise, but we 
are aU concerhed with Mr. Purse's solemn 
statement "What the public do not realise it 
that this freedom of choice 1·eally does not 
serve their own interests." (p. 223). 
T echnical Experts arc not skilled in that 
speech which is given to men that they may 
conceal their thoughts. 
The Electrical Review says it. All the 
Planners think it. Do we agree? 
THA. KS FOR BOUQUET 
Our thanks are due to The Catholic 
Worker, whose August issue contains gener-
ous appreciations of We Take 0 ur Stand 
from the pens of Townswoman and Mr. R. 
P. Walsh. 
This monthly (ro4 Urmston Lane, Stret-
ford , Manchester, 2d.) is unique among Eng-
lish Catholic periodkals in its realisation of 
the urgency of land re-settlement. The rest 
are either unconscious or notably unhurried, 
usually both, and not of this problem alone. 
STATISTICS OF I TEREST 
The Minister of Agriculture, speaking at 
Belfast on 16th August, gave the following 
striking figures to illustrate the turn-over from 
pasture to arable during the war:-
I939 (acres) 1944 (acres) 
Grass . . . . . . .. . . . I9,ooo,ooo 12,000,000 
Arable .. .. .. .. . r3,ooo,ooo I9,2oo,ooo 
The figures would be much larger in 
1944 but for the enormous areas being used 
for airfields and other military purposes. 
Potatoes were 70o,ooo in 1939 and 
I>40o,ooo in 1944. Before the war, we pro-
duced 97% of our potatoes, the balance being 
earlies of foreign origin. It would be inter-
esting to know what is done with the product 
of the doubled acreage. 
UNCONSCIOUS A SWER 
A partial answer, at least, was given on 
behalf of Mr. Hudson on 4th August. 
The Editor of this modest organ had had 
occasion to draw Mr. Hudson's attention to 
an extremely noticeable case of bad cultivation 
by the Warwickshire County War Agricul-
ture Committee in his vicinity. One of the 
points was the excessive bareness at either side 
of this field of less than five acres. 
In his reply, the Minister states: "About 
· 12-14-ft. headlands have been left at the end 
of the rows to enable the row crop tractor to 
turn, which is a usual practice in root fields." 
The italics are ours. 
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On very moderate calculations, therefore, 
i, is normal under mechanised cultivation to 
leave some 12% of the ground bare. The 
official admission is very important, and we 
trust no one will say henceforth that mechan-
isation is not known and admitted to be 
wasteful of land. 
Un fortunately, space does not permit full 
reproduction of all the points in an illumin-
ating correspondence. 
TO-DAY 'S DEVOUT THOUGHT 
The great occasion which the Bank of 
England celebrates this month is, in quite an 
intimate sense, a red-letter day for The 
Economist itself. Tradition, and the reputa-
tion of its most famous Editor, have uniquely 
entwined the history of The Economist with 
that of the Bank . ... "No other country," 
said Mr. Montagu Norma1z last yeat·, "has a 
journal like The Economist, and no other 
country has a bank quite like the Bank of 
England."- An Economist Editorial: 29th 
July, '944· 
REVIEW 
THE GOOD GORILLA: by Arnold 
Lunn ( H allis and Cartet·, 12/6) 
Mr. Lunn has deserved well of the Cath-
olic Body, but never more definitely than in 
this book. 
In it, he parades all the modern heresies 
and most of the modern heretics, and kicks 
them in the stomach. The facility and justice 
of this operation are one of Mr. Lunn's great-
est and most engaging services to us. Too 
many of the atho!ic Body have an inferiority 
complex, which is not to be wondered at 
wheu we contemplate the respect paid by our 
semi-official exponents to the modern ramps. 
(Compare the timidity of clerical writers in 
attacking Eugenics, up to the publication of 
Casti Coniwbii). 
He covers an astonishing amount of 
ground, showing how the most prized values 
of Freedom, Truth, Proportion, Compassion 
and Culture are strict implications of the 
Catholic Faith. Among those strict implica-
tions, he reminds us, are the precepts· of Dis-
tributism, which he proves and defends with 
PUTTING THE LID ON IT 
great vigour. The apologist in train or pub 
will find here an armoury of short-range 
weapons, and the long-range gun is not 
absent. 
So far as we have noticed, he is only once 
hoist with his own petard. He says: "There 
is no justification for the defeatism which 
accepts as inevitable ·the drift towards the 
Servile State" (p. 302). But elsewhere he says 
"Industrial civilisation has probably come to 
stay" (p. 1 18). Certainly not, for two reasons, 
apart from those he gives himself. Industrial-
ism, ptr se, lives on its capiral, and is doomed 
to a short life by the nature of things, as 
shown in our last issue. 
Moreover, there is (~umanly) every 
reason to say that the modern heresies have 
probably come to stay. But Mr. Lunn and 
ourselves do not stop fighting and discrediting 
them on that account. No more should we 
stop fighting industrialism which for its own 
reasons, is a chief prop of those heresies. 
·~ 
Mr. Lunn, elsewhere, pictures the reader 
as reading him with "a mixture of enjoyment 
and exasperation" (p. I~). We should put 
the percentages {espectively as ninety-five and 
five. He will forgive us if we say that his 
personal political views (to which he is fully 
entitled) are not always implications of the 
Catholic culture. 
As Mr. Chesterton once said: "It may 
be, although the thought is painful, that a 
Distributist is also a Teetotaller." It may also 
be, in exactly the same sense, that a Catholic 
or a Distributist hold strongly to the old 
school tie or be a supporter of the Franco 
regime. In that case, he will very possibly 
~vrite about all these subjects, but preferably 
not in the same book. We do hope that Mr. 
Lunn will not share the fate of those traitors 
to Distributism who held that crtdo in 
Franconem was part of the Distributist creed, 
and appeared confidently to expect that it 
would shortly be added to that of Nic:ra. 
ORDER OF BATTLE: XIX 
THE TABLET AND OUR FORD 
THE supersession of Industrialism by 
something in better accord with the 
nature of man and of things is the chief prob-
!cm confronting the Church and Society. 
1 here is a remarkable unanimity among 
the intelligent that this is the problem. It is 
not surprising that these greatest of the guns 
of the modern world are less aware of the 
remedy than of the disease; because the 
disease is enormous and only the Catholic 
philosophy has the real remedy. It must be 
added that most philosophers, and most Cath-
olics, are afraid of the Catholic philosophy. 
Almost the only writer of the first rank 
to accept the remedy as fully as the problem is 
Professor Alexis Carrel, but it must be insist-
ed that the problem is not now denied in any 
informed quarter. 
There arc three undisputed limbs to the 
argument, in this order of importance to 
mankind: -
I .-Industrialism means living on capital, 
and has therefore no long future. 
2.-Industrialism affronts human nature by 
placing most of its victims in work 
unworthy of mankind. 
3.-Almost al l the supreme horror and 
hopelessness of modern warfare derives 
from its industrialised equipment. 
All these components have geometric and 
not arithmetic progression. That is, the 
remedy will be geometrically harder the long-
er we postpone it. 
There is, however, a remarkable reluct-
ance in all circles to face the fact that freedom 
from Industrialism is prior and dominant to 
any of our other problems, and is a condition 
of future peace. This is not to say that the 
way out will be either easy or short, but un~ess 
this priority is conceded we are bequeathmg 
to our children an iliad of woes. 
Mr. Aldous Huxley sees the desperate 
and hopeless perfection of the industrialist 
state very clearly in Brave New World: and 
in nothing more clearly than the rehgwus 
veneration accorded to the system under the 
incarnation of Our Ford. 
There is a very general impression that 
industrialism is too strong to be tackled and 
that we must keep it as a protection against 
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further outbreaks of totalitarianism, regard-
less of the undoubted fact that Industrialism 
is the greatest totalitarian of them all, and 
that, it possible, this tyrant without war 
would be even worse than the tyrant with it. 
Apart from this fact, however, we have here 
the shortest possible view of the problem 
before us. 
The Tablet of 15th July, 1944, after stat-
ing this thesis with some eloquence, con-
cludes: 
"Too much Catholic criticism of indus-
trialism under-values these imperative exig-
encies. We cannot be de-industt·ialised, but 
we can seek so to reform and elevate industry 
as to get rid of most of its worst features." 
This is to confuse the issue. Industrial-
ism cannot so perfect itself as to escape the 
three dooms summarised above. They are of 
its nature. 
My friend George Maxwell, I think, was 
the fir st to point out that up to about the 
year 1914, in England at any rate, the problem 
of the factory system was a capitalistic prob-
lem rather than one of industrialism. Up to 
then, the average workman was underpaid, 
overworked and bullied, but he did have a job 
which was not altogether unworthy of a man, 
and the waste of natural resources was not 
alarming. 
Since then, the nature of the problem has 
changed completely. The only way in which 
the factory system can now be improved is by 
removing its capitalist vices, which have no 
necessary relation to the problem of indus-
trialism as such. Unfortunately, it can do so 
only by collectivising, and the present Pope 
has warned us in no uncertain terms: 
"Whether this slavery arises from the 
exploitation of private capital, or from the 
power of the state, the result is the same." 
(Christmas Eve Allocution, 1942). 
Moreover, it is true that without indus-
trialism on both sides there could have been 
no war of this kind. On grounds of social 
security alone, there can be no remedy in con-
tinued massive doses of the hair of the dog 
that bit us. It is perfectly true, on the other 
hand, that we shall need protection during 
the comparatively short interval bcfor~, we 
must hope, the world will achieve conVIctJOn 
on the fate at the end of its present road. 
That is to say, the strategy for . ~ sane 
society depends chiefly on the a~o!mon of 
industrialism everywhere: the Immediate 
tactic involves some reserve of production at 
industrial speed in case madness br~aks l~osc 
again. Let us enquire very bneAy mto 
whether these two are really incompatible. 
The first condition for such an enquiry is to 
say firmly that no one outside _B~dlam has 
ever said or thought that Industnal1sm could 
be abolished overnight. This sort is not driven 
out so quickl y, even by prayer and fasting. 
Even assuming a full conviction ~f what. we 
must escape, it will take several generatwns 
for the process to be complete. 
t\ow politicians and publicists have com-
monly very little grasp of the relative sli~ht­
ness of the equipment necessary to muluply 
output quickly and considerably. 
On the material side it consists of: 
r .- Machinery-Producing Factories in full 
being. 
2.-Machines and buildings with a small 
maintenance staff. 
3.-Accumulations of various metals on an 
adequate scale. 
On the personal side it consists of: 
I .-A reserve of research, administrative 




The numbers and quantities involved in 
these categories are absolutely large, but rela-
tively small, and the skilled numbers engaged 
in industrialism could be as low as one-fourth 
of their present total with no weakening" of 
our fire power in war. That is, we could 
translate ourselves at once to the third gener-
ation of de-industrialisation without risk. We 
have working models of what would be re-
quired, in the peace-time basis of the firms 
engaged in Naval construction, and of the 
Ordnance Factories. 
This is possible, because of the actual 
de_v~opment of Industrialism on lines per-
mtttmg of cheapness of production. It can be 
turned into the nemesis of the system. 
Now, speaking broadly, no skilled man 
in industry is an actual producer. He falls 
into one of the categories given above. 
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The actual production is carried 
,. h b f . OUt, accorcmg to t e oast o . wdustrialists th 
selves, by entirely "unskilled" staff. In: 
present war the guns and tanks and pia 
;1 nd the thousands of ancillary items hnes, 
been produced by people who had nev~r ave 
the inside of a factory before. They co se~n 
I I f ~l"h I nSISt :1rge y o women. ey 1ad been hith 
. . h k' cno servmg m s ops, rna mg confectionery h · 
d · d k' ' a~r-ress111g, ressma ·wg, or, more rarely w 
the idle rich. They might have come ds there 
did in America, from the land, if we had h~~ 
any landsmen to spare. 
To be sure, like Johnson 's dog on h' 
hind legs, they did it very badly. But th IS 
did it. They did it all. cy 
The position would not be worsened 
. b b ~ t1me went on, ut ettered. For as skilled 
craftsmen became normal to the Communit 
the reservoir o~ r~l skill would rise as again~~ 
the. fall of spCCJahsed skill. 
'('~_ e sec, thercfo:e_, that even accepting the 
condmons of our cntJcs, national safety is no 
bar to the development of Distributism and 
national survival. 
We may add a word on concealment and 
surprise. 
It is taken for granted that in future we 
shall. be able to_ detect_ and check war produc-
tion tn aggresstve natiOns. I£ that conviction 
is valid (and it i~ not c_ha~lenged here), we 
can so check over-tndustnal!sation as such, for 
they are two stages of the same thing, and we 
can check both or neither by the same means. 
There is no danger in a de-industrialisa-
tion controlled by the speed limit of reversion. 
There is every danger in assuming, for 
reasons other than those avowed, that we 
must remain mesmerised by the machine. 
The next five years will probably decide our 
future for a hundred years. I£ we choose 
aright, we can recreate with dignity a world 
fit for men and women to live in. 
. If we choose wrong, we prepare opera-
~JO~ orders for wars which will destroy civil-
ISatiOn as we know it. In the process we 
shall. destroy not only the very soil on which 
we hve, we shall make it impossible for the 
survivors of Armageddon to find the modest 
materia1 for their primitive tools. 
Not, if we may say so, the best prelimin-
ary to either of the Judgments. 
EDITORIAL NOTE.-In October, 1943, a correspondence on the vital 
importance of Agriculture was started in The Christian Democrat by Squadron-
L eader R ochford. He was answered by Mr. M.P. Fogarty, who writes quasi-officially 
in tllat organ of the Catholic Social Guild. At this point Mr. H. R. Broadbent inter-
vened, and a number of letters between him and Mr. Foga1·ty have b~en summarised 
in The Christian Democrat. 
Finally the statement from M r. Broadbent ttJhich follows was STtbmitted as a 
l~tter to tllat m onthly, and it was understood that this also would be summarised. 
Tl1e matter in it seemed to the Editor of The Cross and The Plough to deserve repro-
duction in full, and to facilitate this he suggested that fairness would be maintained 
if Mr. Fogarty were afjcrded an opportunity of replying at equal lengt/1 in thes~ 
columns. After further correspondence between all the intereJted parties, this was 
agreed to, and the rejoinder kindly sent to 'The Cross and The Plough by Mr. Fogarty 
follows immediately on Mr. Broadbent's. We feel sure that our readers will endorse 





BY H. R. BROADBENT 
Mr. Fogarty agrees that-
J .-13y misuse of the soil Agriculture has 
subsidised Industrialism. 
2.-Economists have so far made no allow-
ance for this subsidy. 
3·-There will in the future be an increase 
in personal labour on farms. 
He deduces that-
r.-There will be fewer urban buyers. 
2.-The urban buyers will have to pay 
more for their food. 
He disagrees on the size of the subsidy. 
The basis for this disagreement is appar-
ently confined to some figures of estimated 
future yields combined with average prices for 
1921-36. The information is taken from the 
introductory summary chapter in "Soils and 
Men." The facts of erosion, the consequence 
of the misuse of the soil, were the result of a 
survey made in 1934· The future yields and 
their cofubination with the average prices 
r921-36 were the result of an appraisal made 
in 1937; not the result of a survey as Mr. 
Fogarty suggests, but a surmise by State and 
Federal workers. The Report is at pains to 
emphasize that the figures were estimates. 
Not only were they estimates, but the esti-
mators were men who, as Mr. Fogarty has 
stated, have not up to the present allowed for 
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the agricultural subsidy in the industrial 
econom y._ The conjunction therefore of the 
prices· 192r-36 with the estimated yields can-
not be considered as a firm basis from which 
any serious conclusions may be drawn. This 
is further emphasized by the fluctuation in 
price of wheat during the period concerned. 
The annual average price for British wheat 
between 1921 and 1936 varied from a maxi-
mum of 16/ 8 per cwt. to a minimum of 4/ 10 
per cwt., a variation of 81 per cent. above and 
47·5 per cent. below the average for the 
period. During the same period in the United 
States the price for wheat in Chicago varied 
from a maximum of 16r cents per bushel to a 
minimum of 53 cents per bushel, a variation 
of 45 per cent. above and 52.3 per cent. below 
the average for the period. Such prices could 
not be quoted for any other purpose than to 
prove their lack of stability and their 
unreliability as a basis for the future. 
Mr. Fogarty disagrees on the size of the 
subsidy and says that it was small. 
If I am given a hundred acres of land and 
dig out and sell at no matter what the price 
one-third of the top fertile soil to pay for m y 
food and clothing, a house and farm build-
ings, and for roads to be built on the remain-
ing twa-thi rds, water and power to be laid on 
and the necessary transport to bethprov~d~J' 
ld .t be reasonable to say that e su SI y 
wou 1 d · 1 ing my from my land to the in ustnes supp y th 
various needs was a heavy one, or would at 
be an overstatement? . d f 
If mv depredation were mcrease rom 
an individual to nations and from a hun?red 
to hundreds of millions of acres, ~ould. It be 
reasonable to call that subsidy gigantic, or 
would that be an overstatement? 
In the U.S.A. alone 
(a) From a quarter to three-quarters of the 
original surface soil has been lost from 
an area greater than half the :~rea of 
Europe. . . 
(b) Over three-q uaners of the ongmal sur-
face has been lost from an area roughly 
that of the combined areas of France and 
Great Britain. 
(c) Essential destruction has taken place of 
an area greater than twi.ce that of arable 
plus grass land of England and W afes. 
Industrialism throughout the world has 
been developed through this misuse of the 
land. The fact that we on this island are 
separated by a sheet of water from the eroded 
lands does not relieve Us of our mtimat.e share 
in the abuse. H . H. Bennett, ~ho IS n.ow 
Chief of the U .S. Soil Conservanon Service, 
::ccepts this mi~use as necessary for the devel-
opment of the United States culture. In the 
1938 Year Book of the Uni~ed S~~tes Dep~rt­
ment of Agriculture he wntes :. ~he penod 
of development in any country Is like!~ to. be 
a period of exploitation; perhaps explOitatiOn 
in a sense is essential to developmei}t. The 
early colonist in this new world entertained 
an illusion of everlasting land abundance. As 
long as man could 'wear out' one farm ~nd 
move to another lying westward he had bttlc 
concern for the land." 
Our Industrial culture grew in parallel 
with the American. Vance in his "Human 
Geography of the South" covers the same 
theme : "As soon as a field grew unprofitable 
it was likely to be thrown out of cultiv:ttion 
and another are:1 cleared. Left bare of the 
native vegetation the abandoned fields became 
subject to erosion-the waste of land. . . . By 
the use of no other resources could the frontier 
have developed cities and towns, laid out lines 
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of transportation, and acquired the economic 
surplus necessary to fost:r educ~tion." 
Exhausting the land s feruluy was accept-
ed as normal. It was not appreciated that it 
would result in such wholesale destruction. 
It was considered only as a development nec-
essary under the spread of the frontier econ. 
omy; cheap land and dear bbour. 
Washington explained the position ill. a 
letter (5th Dec., 1791) to a puzzled Arthur 
Youncr. "The aim of the farmers in this 
count~y," he wrote, "if you can call them 
brmers, is not to make the most they can 
from the land (that is per acre) which is or 
has been cheap, but the most of the labour 
which is dear." With a subsequent letter 
(18th June, 1792) he enclosed some notes from 
Jefferson which stated the principle in more 
detail, saying that "Where land is cheap and 
rich and labour dear, the same labour spread 
in a slighter culture over 100 acres will pro-
duce more profit than is concentrated by the 
highest degree of cultivation on a small por-
tion of the lands." 
Gray's "History of Agriculture of the 
Southern U.S." describes the effect of this 
principle. "Over the upland soils from 
Virginia to Texas the wave of migration 
passed like a devastating scourge. Especially 
in the rolling piedmont lands the planting of 
corn and cotton in hill and dale hastened 
erosion, leaving the hillsides gullied and 
bare." The planting economy with few ex-
ceptions "was based on deliberate exhaustion 
of the soil and the expectation of making 
from one to three moves in a single genera-
tion. Planters bought land as they might buy 
a wagon with the expectation of wearing it 
out. A few attempted to charge to depreciJ-
tion the estimated annual deterioration, but 
the majority failed to allow for soil depreci;~­
tion by setting aside a definite fund." 
"Exploitation in a sense is essential to 
development" (Bennett). 
"Bv the use of no other resources could 
the fro~tier have developed cities and towns, 
laid out lines of transportation and acquired 
the economic surplus necessary to foster edu-
cation" (Vance). 
The capital of the eroded soils has been 
transferred to the towns where it has no 
rower to renew itself. 
Mr. Fogarty appears to think that it h:ts 
been suggested that with soil conservation 
and sound farming the quantity of food pro-
duced will be reduced. On the contrary, it 
will increase both in quantity and quality. 
There is every hope that the undernourished 
wi 11 be nourished and the aim of the Hot 
Springs Conference achieved. But that satis-
factory state of aaairs will not take place until 
Jeaerson's principle is abandoned. 
Mr. Fogarty agrees that there wiil be an 
increase in personal farm work and. a reduc-
tion in urban dwellers, but constders the 
change will not be great. He complains of a 
lack of data. I cannot agree that there is a 
dearth of information. It will not be found 
tabulated in text books. Mr. Fogarty has 
agreed that economists have made no allow-
ance for this subsidy. It is a new concept and 
it is not to be expected that information will 
he available in a concise form. It is, however, 
there for the searching. 
Consider, for instance, the "bonanzJ ·· 
wheat farms in the United States. These enor-
mous commercial wheat farms were run with 
the primary purp~se of ma.ki.ng fortunes by 
growing wheat with the m1n1mum expend -
cure of labour and selling it, mainly for 
export. Dalrymple started the system in 1876. 
The farms were from 2,000 to 12,ooo acres in 
extent. A 5,000 acre farm employed roo men 
during the busy season, but only 8-ro men 
permanently. The periods of employment of 
the 100 men were roughly as follows:-
IOO men for the busy season-about 5 
weeks-reduced to 
40 men for other cultivations of :~bout 5 
weeks-reduced to 
20 men for further cultivations of about 3 
weeks. 
Only 10 men were kept on for remainder of 
the year. 
Statistically this is equivalent to 22 men 
working throughout the year, i.e., of the 
labour of 100 men, the equivalent of 78 would 
have been available for work outside the area 
throughout the year. 
Compare this with an equal acrea~e 
under the conditions of modern settlement 111 
the U.S.A. Emphasis in the various acts of 
reclamation has been placed upon family size 
farms and restrictions have been placed on 
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the de1·clopment of large brms. The mini-
ntum size of farm is considered to be one in 
which there is full employment for the f;rmer 
and his family during the peak season of 
work. The maximum size is covered by res-
tricting the area to a family size farm and 
exclud111g commercial-farming development. 
The following Jrc details of a group ol farm~ 
in Oregon in 1938. The total number of 
farms was 484 and the irrigable acreage 
30,139· With this type of farming the men 
workers per farm average 1.3-1.4. Taking 
the lower figure therefore, on 5,000 acres the 
total men workers were:-
5,000 
1.3 X 484 X--= 104 
30,139 
If instead of working part time on the 
5,000 acre bonanza farm the 100 men had 
decided to farm an equal area under the con-
ditions which modern U.S.A. legislation con-
siders to be best for settlement, none of the 
J oo would have been available for facrory 
work. With the 5,000 acre bonanza farm the 
equivalent of 78 of the men were available for 
factories and only 22 were needed on the 
farm; seventy-eight men Jvailable for indus-
trialism compared with none available. Was 
that a large subsidy? 
Living on one's capit~l is a well known 
method of raising one's standard of living, 
but no one would .suggest that arguments for 
the future should be based on standards pro-
duced by such means. 
Unless we are prepared to study with 
humility and learn from the economics of the 
older civilisations where agriculture has been 
maintained for several thousand year we 
shall fall. 
The civilised nations-Greece, Rome, 
England-have been sustained by the primi-
tive forests which anciently rotted where they 
stand. They survive as long as the soil is not 
exhausted. Alas for human culture! little is 
to be expected of a nation when the vegetable 
mould is exhausted, and it is compelled to 
make manure of the bones of its fathers. 
There the poet sustains himself merely by his 
own superfluous fat, and the philosopher 
comes down on his marrow-bones.-From 
"Walking, and The Wild" by H. D. Thorean 
( r817-I862) . 
HAS AGRICULTURE SUBSIDISED 
INDUSTRY? 
BY M. P. FOGARTY 
THE first question which Mr. Broadbent 
and I have to settle is whether it is not 
industry which has subsidised agriculture. I 
agree that the appalling d~teriorati.on of the 
land in many of the world s most tmportant 
agricu!tural areas has resulted in. a tempor~ry 
cheapening of farm products whtch has asstst-
ed industry considerably. Mr. Broadbe~t, 
however, overlooks the other side qf the ptc-
ture. If farmers have subsidised industry by 
exploiting the land, indu stry has subsidise.d 
agriculture by exploiting its workers and th~tr 
urban environment-by bringing about, m 
the name of cheapness and of liberal princi-
ples, the housing and general Jiving condi-
tions of the Black Country and South Wales, 
or the congestion of Londop. It would ~ a 
pleasant academic exercise (though posstbl y 
difficult) to settle definitely, as a matter of 
history, whether farmers did bett~r out ~f ~e 
greed and short-sightedness of mdustnahsts 
than industrialists from the ignorance and 
incompetence of farmers. As Mr. Broadbent's 
innocent :.tcceptance of the industrialists' case 
shows, it would be necessary to proceed very 
carefully to avoid unfairness to the farmers; 
for, in the matter of publicity, the industrial-
ists start with a definite advantage. Since they 
have exploited mainly human material, they 
share with doctors the advantage of having 
been able to bury their mistakes; whereas the 
exploited land remains. So, admittedly, do 
the shapeless products of the industrial neg-
lect of community life, the farmers' most 
effective reply to the argument of the Dust 
Bowl. 
To argue over history, however, is some-
what academic. The important practical issue 
is the effect of all this on future policy. 
Granted that both farmers and industrialists 
are beginning to see the light (as, thank 
Heaven, they are), will the adoption of better 
policies result in a big change in the balance 
of agriculture and industry? Will it, in par-
ticular, justify a big diversion of labour from 
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indus try to agriculture? There is, so far as I 
know, no adequate evidence on this, though 
I believe that a certain amount of research is 
being done on it at the moment. One point 
on which Mr. Broadbent and I might well 
join forces is in pressing for more and better 
forecasting of long-term industrial and agri-
cu ltural requirements and the corresponding 
techn ical and structural trends. A beginning 
has been made in the case of agriculture under 
the machinery set up at Hot Springs, and in 
the case of Great Britain and the Empire 
good results in this respect should f?llow from 
White Paper on Employment Polzcy and the 
new machinery for colonial development. But 
we want much more information than we are 
at present likely to get. 
However, some attempt at an estimate of 
the results of dealing with the traditional 
neglect and short-sightedness on both sides 
must be made. It must, of course, be made 
without pre-conceptions. Mr. Broadbent's 
whole approach appears to assume that a big 
change in the balance of industry and agricul-
ture is likely on this ground-if this had not 
been his view I imagine he would scarcely 
have pursued the matter so far. I am not 
sayi ng that a big change may not be likely on 
other grounds; I believe (and hope) that it is. 
But I see no a priori reason to suppose that 
such a change is necessary for the solution of 
this particular set of problems. When the 
measures needed to correct the subsidisation 
of industry by agriculture are offset ag:~inst 
the correction of the subsidisation of agricul-
ture by industry, there may well on balance 
be little or no justification for a substantial 
transfer of resources from one activity to the 
other. Even if an account of past and possible 
future subsidies resulted in a substantial net 
balance either way, it does not follow that the 
balance would have to be set right by a really 
substanti:1l up$et in the economic structure of 
this or other countries; for big results may 
follow from small and inexpensive causes. As 
the town planners point out, it costs little. 
more (and possibly less) to arrange a com-
munity properly than to leave it unplanned. 
The Cadburys of the world arc there to re-
mind us that the exploiting industrialists of 
the past were often pound. foolish as. well as 
penny wise. On the agncultural s1de, the 
story of the man_ who saw forty ~cres of his 
farm disappea r mto a gully whJCh started 
through rain dripping off the roof of his barn 
is not untypical; it does not cost much to 
mend a gutter. It would be just as misguided, 
of course, to assume that no big changes of 
balance will be needed as to take the need for 
them for granted; if I have put the emphasis 
on the possibility of over-estimation it is be-
cause it appears that Mr. Broadbent's lean ings 
:~ rein that direction. 
The few indications available do not, as 
a matter of fact, suggest that a big change of 
balance will be required. The most solid piece 
of evidence I know is a series of estimates of 
the effect on agriculture in the United States 
of measures simultaneously to improve the 
efficiency of agriculture and to deal compre-
hensively with soil erosion. The estimates 
were published by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture shortly before the war, and are 
based, I think (I no longer have the reference 
by me) on data for 1934· They showed that 
it would be possible for American farmers to 
produce substantially more food_ 0an in _the 
thirties and to make full provisiOn agamst 
erosion (including its past effects) with only a 
comparatively slight price increase-in other 
words, without a great increase in the average 
labour and capital cost of farm products, or a 
great consequential movement of labour and 
other resources from industry into agriculture. 
I worked out roughly what would be the 
effect on British wheat prices of the price 
changes suggested in the estimates; it appear-
ed that British farmers in the late thirties 
would have got about what they did get for 
their wheat, but without needing a subsidy to 
get it. Price and cost changes on that scale 
are not going to justify a mass return of the 
British people to the land. There are, of 
course, innumerable qualifications to these 
estimates. In particular, they include no 
allowance for the double process of improving 
efficiency and eliminating exploitation of 
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labour and other resources which needs to be 
applied to industry as well as agriculture. 
:What the result of applying this process to 
~ndustry would be is difficult to say; but it 
IS won~ rem~mbermg that, while the menace 
of eros10n mtght justify the diversion of men 
and resources to palliative works and more 
economic forms of agriculture the conditions 
o[ industrial_labour might weli justify the usc 
of a larger sbce of the national income and of 
the men a_nd resources underlying it, to 
remedy the 11l-health, destruction of the sense 
of community, and other results of the ten-
dency o~ industry . to produce goods at less 
than thet~ true soc tal cost. With all possible 
~ u a ltfi cat10ns, the American figures do defi-
ltely suggest that .it is not considerations con-
~1ccted with the "subsidy" of agriculture to 
mdustry or of industry to agriculture which 
wul provide the basis for a permanent revival 
of agriculture, here or elsewhere. World and 
national _nutrition policy and (in our case) 
changes Jn the balance of trade are likely to 
be more powerful factors. 
BURIED ENGLAND 
(Albright Hussey, Summer 1944) 
A few worn leavings of dark sandstone wall, 
Some stones at random o'er the rough grass 
shed, 
Alone this day to memory recall 
A parish long since moved, a church long 
dead. 
Against a corner leans a broken wain, 
A masterwork of English country skill, 
Cast out to perish slowly in the rain, 
None having craft to mend it, none the will. 
Is not the death of England here descried, 
The Faith abandoned, reason stricken dead, 
Grace lost, the gifts of nature spurned aside? 
And yet the last word still remains unsaid. 
They deemed indeed the tomb was sealed and 
sure, 
Their guards could never fail them, nor their 
gains, 
Their triumph full, iniquity secure. 
Soon not a stone upon a stone remains. 
-H. E. G. RoPE 
WHAT OF THE DUSTMAN? 
BY GEORGE MAXWELL 
APROPOS the dignity of labour. What 
of the dustman? Is his bbour degrad-
ing? The number of times this question is 
asked seems to indicate wme doubt in the 
minds of the questioners as to whether the 
modern dustman's job is in accord with the 
right ordering of things. Not the sort of job 
one would choose for oneself or one's son. 
ot the sort of job likely to bring out the best 
in a man. 
In order to remove doubt and arrive at a 
satisfactory conclusion, justice demands that 
the subject be examined in all its aspects and 
in its highest aspects nrst. It is to be remem-
bered that the consideration of exceptional or 
abnormal circumstances doq,not permit of a 
normal conclusion to be arrived at. Where 
these operate the only sane procedure is so to 
work as to restore the normal. 
The work of a dustman is to collect and 
dispose of dirt, filth and rubbish. Since the 
Fa1l at any rate work of this kind has been 
an essential factor in life, so that the question 
at issue would seem to be-Is it degrading for 
a man to be continually engaged in this occu-
pation day in day out as is say, a priest, 
publican or plumber in his work? 
In the highest and most noble aspect of 
this work we have, fortunately, the example 
of an institution with a charter nearly 2,ooo 
years old, with special qualifications for deal-
ing with the job, which has given m uch 
care and attention to the removing and dis-
posing of dirt and filth from the souls of men. 
Its labourers are highly trained in a]] that 
befits their calling. Special gifts are given to 
them that they carry out their work as be-
comes its great dignity and privilege. Univer-
sal respect is their portion for the manner in 
which they have carried out their work. Work 
which has on occasion called for the sacrifice 
of life, which sacrifice has been made rather 
than the integrity of the work be violated. 
It is impossible to think, apart from ignor-
ance or perversity, that such work can be de-
g rading. But it is of great importance here 
to note that essential and of every-day nec-
essity as this work is, it has never been re-
garded as, or divorced from, the main work 
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of its craftsmen and made a full-time occupa-
tion. Incidental and ancillary to his main 
work, it is a means to his end. The removing 
of that which impedes his progress in his 
main work. The work of making a wo% 
organic wholeness of life. Multiple, diver$e 
and onerous as are the accivities which this 
~emands, there does not appear to be any 
deme on the part of the labourers in this 
sphere, for the work of spiritual dirt remov-
in5, noble as :tis, to be made a full-time occu-
pation. Why is this? On the answer to this 
question depends the whole issue, not only in 
this particular sphere but also in the lower 
spheres. Is there some good reason why this 
institution as well as its labourers fail to ~ee 
the necessity for a change in their methods? 
Docs not the vast increase in population, 
changed mode of life, the concentration of 
great masses of people in small areas and the 
greater accumulation of dirt and filth which 
t:hese things almo. t inevitably entail, call for 
the more up-to-date economic outlook? Con-
centration and specialisation would facilitate 
the work by economising time and labour. 
The workman, free to give his whole atten-
tion to the work, would soon become so 
expert as to be able to expedite output in the 
most efficient manner; his mind unburdened 
by other considerations would digest the tech-
nical works of his craft by the most approved 
authors, so that their contents and contrasts 
would be to him as the multiplication tables 
to a top form schoolboy or "Fowlers" to a 
mechanic. As to working conditions, these 
could be in accordance with the most favour-
able interpretation of such by the I.L.O. Say 
40 hours per week, w ith Christmas Day, 
Boxing Day, Good Friday, all public holiday· 
and at least seven consecutive days' holiday in 
every year. Workshops clean and well ven-
ti lated, designed for comfort and so equipped 
as to e!iminate waste of time, energy and 
fatigue. If in the course of his sorting the 
d irt and rubbish he comes across some dis-
carded spiritual jewel or bric-a-brac, these he 
may be permitted to trade or keep for h is own 
spiritual advantage or swap with his mates. 
o doubt his existing charter will cover any 
difficulty about the question of his clients 
b · g always right. If not, modern business 
~01·ency would indicate the method of bring-en1C Th d'. . 't up to date. ese con tttons would 
!Jlgu;e his standard of life, give reasonable 
~cure for the cultivation of higher things, 
ellS practise of religion; sound! y based on the 
tle . l th h l' epted princtp e at t e c tent, customer 
;JCC h' f 1 l . I . h public is the c te or on y egts ator 10 t e 
o:ork of the labourer. It is sometimes said, 
"ith what truth it is -difficult to estimate, that 
;e labourers in this sphere are very conser-
vative in their outlook, yet the depersonalisa-
t'on of labour in other spheres seems to have 
~een accepted by many of them without pro-
test Be this as it may, should some public-
spirited but prudent individual suggest to one 
or more of these spiritual dustmen that it 
would be to their and everyone else's advan-
tage for them to adopt the methods of work-
ing and the conditions as outlined above, and 
he is met with a volley of words and missiles 
such as are seldom met with outside a dust-
mao's collection. 
Consider next in order, that noble pro-
fession the nursing of the sick. This by its 
very nature calls for a considerable amount of 
refuse collection and disposaL Patients, unable 
to perform this work for themselves, rely 
upon their nurses to do it for them. This calls 
for self-sacrifice in a high degree and the 
profession is one w~ich sti_ll retains public 
estimation as a vocatton, whtch means an all-
round job. No one will dispute that much 
care and attention has been given to bringing 
the work of this profession up to the standards 
d~::manded by the necessities as well as the 
greater knowledge of the times. Yet although 
our hospitals and infirmaries tend to become 
a more and more congested world in them-
selves, where the isolation of the work of 
refuse collection and disposal would seem to 
offer all the supposed advantages claimed for 
it in other spheres, yet here again no one has 
suggested it desirable that it become a full-
time occupation. 
Coming down to earth, the farm provides 
another example of a life where refuse dis-
posal is of everyday necessity. Of vital im-
portance in its economy and essential to its 
very existence, where a tradition at least as old 
and a literature at least as extensive, as that 
of the spiritual d ustman exists. Again the 
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making of such disposal a full time . b . 
!Cpugnant to its followers. JO ts 
ln contrast to the exampJes l1i bo 
b · ·1· · b.ven a ve 
ur an CJVttsat!On provides a curious volte: 
face. 'Yhereas ~e spiritual dustman into-
grates hls work Wtth a strong adm .. h · , · omuon to 
1 Is. cuents to avoid in future further accumu-
atl.on of. rubbish and so eliminate his n~­
essny as far ~s possible in this work, the urban 
dweller s~ lives as to make the dustman an 
~ver-growmg. necessity. Whereas the nurse 
111 the c~llec~lOn and disposal of refuse inte-
grates t?ts wnh the primary work of making 
the pattents fit to do it for themselves the 
~rban d":'eller regards it as normal to be' con-
unually tn the position of a patient in the 
~atter · Whereas the farmer utilises his refuse 
111 accordance with tradition and science 
there.by enhancing the fertility and drainag~ 
of his land and the wear of his roads the 
urban dweller pays heavily to have his rcluse 
removed, .an~ pays again to have it brought 
back to h1m m the shape of patent fertiliser, 
sewage farm cabbage, cosmetics or the 101 
things which extraction makes ~ssible What 
isn't possible poisons the fish. That. which 
normally should ?e ~f value in the economy 
qf the homestead 1s dtscarded and despised. 
From what has been said it will be seen 
tha.t :efuse collection and disposal is a normal 
acuvtty of man, tending to wholeness or holi-
ness when integrated with the main activities 
of life, but repugnant to nature when not so 
integrated. Where, as in urban life the work 
is a full-time occupation, it will ne~ly always 
be found that the labourers in this work are 
recruited from, not necessarily the less intelli-
gent, but from those whom the denial of the 
right of private property has affected most 
harshly. 
The man is not necessarily degrading him-
self by doing the work, Society does this for 
him socially. It uses him as the exemplar of the 
lowest in contrast with the highest. The Duke 
and the Dustman. The civilisation is degrad-
ed and degrading which necessitates it. Those 
who defend it may think that oppression of 
the poor is eliminated by a 40 hour week and 
a living wage; but their casuistry is dictated 
by the shirking of a duty-the self-discipline 
which disposal of one's own refuse entails. 
Wages and conditions are secondary to the 
recognition of the person in the labourer. 
A CHAPTER FROM EXPERIENCE 
BY W. GORE ALL£ 1 
f iFTEEN ya.1rs ago Tom Voden ~ecided 
that he would be a farmer. One of his 
grandfathers had owned a rough holding on 
the Quantock Hills, the other had been a 
tenant in the Shires, somewhere between 
Aylesbury and rorthampton. Although by 
1929 the family was removed a long way in 
spirit from the personal working of personal . 
possessions, their money was still derived 
from wheat. Back in the eighteen-sixties a 
Somerset g reat-uncle had started a water mill 
on the River Paret; this flourished on low 
wages and long hours, extending to Cardiff, 
and finally to London . The post-war Vodens 
did not li ve in London : they had an Edward-
ian house on the District Railway, where they 
grew fine Rowers, collected gramophone 
records, and entertained their friends. They 
were not well educated, yet they felt no fear 
of cultured people, who~c brains they picked 
for modern ideas on the Arts and upon the 
art of li ving. Every year they travelled out of 
England. Before he was eighteen Tom had 
been to Paris, Bruges, Berlin, and the Swiss 
Alps. 
· When he said that he would be a farmer, 
Tom's family were undismayed. Memories 
of their own past, however distant, enabled 
them to judge whether a holding was well 
managed and whether it was showing a yearly 
profit or a yearly loss. They answered adver-
tisements for pupils, and these took them to 
some peculiar places. A gentleman farmer in 
Warwickshire required an annual premium 
of £2oo, for which sum he was prepared for 
Tom to work a milking-machine at five in 
the morning, and again at the same hour in 
the afternoon; between whiles he could have 
cut thistles and read the collected works of 
Russell. For a slightly higher premium an 
agricultur::~ l syndicate near Cambridge would 
have taught him Farming Without Stock. 
For a thousand down a retired admiral in 
Dorset would have made him a partner right 
away. Such contacts were only a few of their 
adventures, and they were beginning to tire 
of so many sleeveless errands when a letter 
arrived from a man named Bulthrop in the 
Eastern Counties. 
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Bu!throp turned out to be a pleasant 
bachelor of bet ween thirty-five and forty, who 
was managing five hundred acres for his aged 
father; he was lonely, and wanted young 
company about him. Tom thought it would 
be a good plan to give this a year's trial, and 
a few days later he had started in West 
Su!Tolk. Very little was told him of what he 
ought to do; so long as he was in for meals, 
and talked to Bulthrop in the evenings, he 
could roam at wil l across the holding, joining 
any gang which was in need of extra help. It 
was suggested that he should learn to drive 
the tractor, but no one minded when he said 
that he had no liking for machinery. A small 
herd of pedigree Red Polls was milked by 
hand: Tom went to the shippon twice a day; 
chiefly because it was the warmest place in 
bitter January weather, but partly because he 
fe1t less of a nuisance there than in the fields. 
'vVhen he had learnt to milk, the cowman 
expected him to arrive on time. 
This arrangement was helpful in two 
ways: it made Torr{ feel that he was not there 
merely to entertain the farmer, and having 
become friend! y with one man, it was now 
much easier to approach the others. Sixteen 
men were in regular employment, and Tom 
was mystified by Bulthrop's attitude towards 
them. He was considerate, he never drove 
them hard, and he was quite fa ir in this, as 
in all his other dealings. But he did not regard 
the men as human beings. A Suffolk man 
himself, he had none the less been educated 
to a point from which the Suffolk accent 
sounded highly comic. When a labourer 
made the plainest statement, he thought it 
was in tended to be funny; and he would re-
peat it to Tom, torturing the words until 
they went through the back of his throat and 
outwards through his nostrils. Such a pro-
cess made intercourse between master and 
men an undertaking thwart by many perils. 
or did it seem to him that thirty shillings a 
week was a poor wage at which to sell one's 
labour. It was on this basis that the millers 
and maltstcrs dealt with him; he accepted 
their, and the general public's, valuation of 
farming in an up-to-date society. He worked 
hard, he had vision enough to grow sugar-
beet, soft ~ruit and flax in· the same year, 
being certa1n that at least one of them would 
make a profit; and he did remain solvent 
when his neighbours w~re going out of busi-
ness or selling themselves to the merchants 
and th.e banks. · 
For a boy of Tom's upbringing the 
twentieth year is inevitably a time of change. 
It is then that the "Little Conservative" hard-
ens into the life-long Tory, and the "Little 
Liberal" ceases to bother when he discovers 
that not all politicians possess the single eye. 
During his time at Bulthrop's Tom became 
aware of England. This happened suddenly, 
and it did so then only because he saw that 
the best and most useful Englishmen were 
living in a state of degradation. For Bul-
throp's estimate of his labourers was very near 
the truth : with thirty shillings a week, no 
possessions beyond their ragged clothes; above 
all, with no religion, they were scarcely 
human. 
Tom had been taught at home to treat 
all enthusiasm, either in himself or other 
people, with a great deal of reserve. So now 
he examined his new opinions coolly, and was 
slow to act upon them. He talked to the 
merchants who were selling Bulthrop cattle-
cake and artificials, to neighbouring farmers, 
and to the men, their wives and children. He 
read, not only Defoe, Cobbett and Richard 
Jefferies-thus following the agricultural de-
cline through several generations-but also 
modern novels which bore, however slightly, 
on the subject. It was when he contrasted 
these new books with the older ·ones that he 
came to see how the modern men had given 
up all hope. They might love the land, but 
their love was sterile; when they should ha\re 
been trumpeting a call to repentance and 
amendment, they were murmering a stale 
regret. To them suicide was both easier and 
pleasanter than action. 
In April a hundred lambs were moved to 
a pasture which lay twO miles f~om th~ b~d­
ings, and Tom was rudct!d to drive theu dilly 
corn ration, and other things which the shep-
herd needed, by a rouiid..al5out wa>: ~ong ~e 
lanes. It was a slow journey, glVlng hun 
ample time for ~t. He Use<f to pass a 
small farm, oY.rned ·by an ex-Serviceman 
named Winner. Once Mrs, Winner had 
offered him a glass of milk he had made a 
c::~tapult for the youngest boy, and friendship 
began lo grow between them. Tom noticed 
that the Winners' farming was quite different 
from the rather depressing outdoor business 
practiced by Bulthrop and his neighbours. 
Certainly they were very poor, with many 
mouths to feed-they had six or seven chil-
dren-but there was a kind of solidarity 
which kept them close together, They never 
minded working long hours in a busy season, 
nor making the most of few possessions; 
every member of the family fel! that it. was 
worth his own while to improve the home 
and holding. The truth was that they enjoyed 
their lives, while the others regarded living as 
a grim struggle for increased money; for more 
and more prestige. 
When Tom told Bulthrop this was the 
type of farm he wished to buy, the older man 
was scornful. "What nonsense I" he said. 
"Winner won't hunt, and he won't sit on the 
Parish Council or the Bench. Besides, its 
wrong for women and kids to work as they 
do. If I have a son I shall put him into en-
gineering. One must move onwards, with 
the times .... " 
"Nevertheless," said Tom, "Winner is 
doing what was done by every self-respecting 
countryman in England-before the Enclos-
ures and the Reformation. In my opinion he 
is not only going back : he is looking for-
. ward." But Bulthrop still argued that the 
tide would turn for the big farmer, and that 
it was better to borrow money than to "rub 
along on nothing." · 
Even an hotel-window-view of the 
Catholic Church abroad had given Tom some 
admiration for a society which,. when living 
at its best, could cut across the classes. In 
France and Belgium he had been to Mass, 
with tlie idea of going further when he came 
of age. But now, seeing suddenly that lack 
of faith was responsible for an actual crime, 
and being himself on the scene of such a 
crime-, he·decided to become ;t Catholic. The 
step was both easier and harder for him than 
for the majority of converts. Easier because 
his family did not attach even a negative vaJue 
to religion; harder because his farming friends 
thought be had gone mad. While Tom 
insisted that the Catholic Faith held"a remedy 
against their evil state, they saw a thoughtful 
man entering a place where thought was not 
permitted. He knew no Catholics, he was 
/\.)~yii~c9 by everything \\hich was done in r h • and the pncst who instructed him I rt1t)~' summed up the situation well en-
bu~H vlhcn he said, ·~:lmighty God must be 
ans vera hie for this." · 
Only years later was Tom able to har-
monise the truth which hc,had gained from 
• \ I 
\Vinner · .'!:'• the truth which was brought to 
him th ~~ fmth . 1 ~ow he can say that the 
(Jli\'C ..~ ,f England and the sal\·ation of 
the f-_ng ~ · Untry ar-e both spiritual adven-
tures. TT1ey belong together, and it 1s 1m-
poss1ble to part them. 
THE CAUSE IS FINISHED 
It has always been clear that since prop-
erty is a natural right for all men, no social 
expedient which conflicted with diffused 
private property was admissible in Catholic 
morals. That position has not been admitted 
in many quarters which ought to have known 
bt·tter. 
AJ we go to press, we have the text of 
an important broadcast pronouncement on the 
principleJ that must govern social reconstruc-
tion, delivered by Pope Pius Xll on 1st Sep-
tember, HJ44· 
We can reproduce here only those pass-
ages, omitted from some Catl10lic periodicals, 
which confirm explicitly the main Catholic 
principlt· which we in this organ have opposed 
to the modernists. 
WHRRI~t'ER TECHNICAL PRO-
GRRSS, OR ANY OTHER EXPEDIENT, 
CONFLICTS WITH THE OPERATION 
OF A NATURA,L RIGHT, THE NAT 
URAL RIGHT MUST PREVAIL. 
TIJi.' i.<; now explicit Catholic teacl1ing. 
Rome has spoken, and tl1e cause is finished. 
The essential passages are given below.-
The Editor. 
The ·wcial· and economic policy of the 
future, the controlling power of the State, of 
local bodies, of professional institutions, can-
not permanently secure their ends, perfect a 
genuine productivity of social life, and normal 
returns on national economy, except by thus 
fixing and safeguarding the vital functions of 
private property in its personal and social 
values. When the distribution of property is 
an obstacle to this end it is not necessarily nor 
always an outcome of the extension of private 
inheritance-the State may, in the public in-
terest, intervene by regulating its usc or, ;ven, 
if it cannot equitably meet the situation in any 
other way, by decreeing the expropriation of 
property. giving a suitable indemnity. 
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FOR THL SAME PURPOSE, SMALL 
AND MEDIUM HOLDINGS IN AGRI-
CULTURE, IN THE ARTS A.;.~D 
TRADES, IN COMMERCE AND 11'\-
DU~'TRY, SHOULD BE GUARANTEED 
AND PROMOTED. 
Co-operative unions should ensure for 
them the advantages of big business. Where 
big business even to-day ~hows itself more 
productive there 5hould be given the poss-
ibility of tempering the hbol!r contract with 
a contract of co-ownership. AND IT 
SHOULD !\:OT BE SAID TI fAT TECH-
NICAL PROGRESS IS OPPOSED TO 
Sl/CH A SCHEME AI'\D TH:\ T IN ITS 
IRRESISTIBLE CURRENTS, IT CAR-
lUES ALL ACTIVITIES FORWARD TO-
WARDS GIGA~TIC BUSI 1ESSES AI'\D 
ORGANISA TIO"JS BEFORE WHICH A 
.SOCI.\L SYSTEM. FOUJ'\DED ON THE 
i'RlV1\TE PROPERTY OF INDIVID-
Ui\LS, MUST INEVITABLY COLL\PSE. 
~0. TECHNICAL PROGRESS DOES 
NOT DETERMINE ECONOMIC LIFE 
AS A DESTINED AND NECESSARY 
FACTOR. IT HAS, INDEED, TOO 
OFTEN YIELDED TIMIDLY TO THE 
DEMAJ'\DS OF THE RAPACIOUS, 
SELFISH PLA 1S CALCULATED TO 
ACCUMULATE CAPITAL INDEFIN-
ITELY. 
WHY SHOULD IT NOT THEN 
YIELD ALSO TO THE NECESSITY OF 
MAINTAINING AND ENSURING 
PRIVATE PROPERTY FOR ALL-
THAT CORNERSTONE OF SOCIAL 
ORDER? EVEN TECHNICAL PRO-
GRESS AS A SOCIAL FACTOR 
SHOULD NOT PREVAIL OVER THE 
GENERAL GOOD, BUT SHOULD 
RATHER BE DIRECTED AND SUBOR-
DIN:\ TED TO IT. 
